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The Curlew
This album is a collection of tunes we love playing at 
home. After years of bringing music back from trips to 
share around our kitchen tables, it felt like time to set 
some of it down. 

The tunes are a varied bunch, picked up at festivals, 
sessions and archive collections in Sweden, Finland, 
Ireland and the UK. But though they come from different 
places and times, they have a few things in common. 
They all share a spirit of adventure, twisting their way 
along quirky harmonic paths. Their shapes remind us of 
natural landscapes we love, or the places where we 
learned them. Some are angular, some broad and open, 
some solitary. And they all inspire us to explore the 
textures and soundworlds our instruments can create 
together. 

In the Scandinavian fiddle traditions where many of them 
originate, the string duo is a world in itself. With one on 
melody and the other inventing and reinventing a 
harmony line, the instruments tangle with each other at 
close quarters. Each of our pairings does this differently: 
whereas nyckelharpa and cello compete for the bassline 
and richest overtones, violin and cello have to be coaxed 
into the middle by playing low down on one and high up 
on the other. At times they even cross over and swap 
roles. The densely interlocked chords that emerge from 
these blends often sound more like a small string group 
than a duo. Two voices: so intimate and simple, but 
always more than the sum of their parts. 
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The instruments are equal yet independent 
(sometimes downright obstinate) conversation 
partners: harmony in this style is not mere 
accompaniment to melody but a voice in its own 
right. The lines sometimes shadow each other and 
sometimes veer off on their own track. Often, one 
delights in forcing the other to improvise its way 
out of a tight squeeze. (Harmony players tend to 
indulge in this awkward behaviour with particular 
relish, so we tried to split the satisfaction.) As well 
as dances from across Scandinavia, we bring the 
close-harmony conversation into some old Irish 
music by the harper Turlough O’Carolan, tunes 
perfectly suited to the resonance of low strings 
together.

To preserve the fun and spontaneity of our home 
sessions, we wanted to record this snapshot 
somewhere that felt as intimate as possible. We 
found it at Oak Ridge Studios with Scott Wood. 
Over two days, Scott captured live takes with 
great imagination and warmth. As we would at 
home, we played a mixture of old favourites and 
some surprises, giving each other tunes to learn 
and fill out with our own ‘voice’ on recording day. 
These are tunes with an intrepid spirit about 
them, and we hope you enjoy the adventure of 
their twists and turns as it unfolds.



Track Notes

2. Menuett efter Matts Lindbäck

1. Dansa Lilla Syster

3. The Princess Royal

A find from the Finlands Svenska Folkdiktning digital archive. Matts Lindbäck or ‘Bagg-Matt’ (1862–
1937) was a blacksmith and farmer from Ostrobothnia, a Swedish-speaking region of the west 
Finnish coast with a rich musical tradition. Many of Bagg-Matt’s tunes have a sort of stolid resolve 
about them, twinned with a quirky harmonic language that rarely settles in one key for more than 
a few bars. This is a Menuett with plenty of attitude. 

A delightfully simple Swedish slängpolska taken from the song ‘Dansen ungdom medan ni kan få’, 
a call to dance and gallivant while youth lasts. We love the way nyckelharpa and cello can weave in 
and out of each other’s lines and exchange bass duties. 

Attributed to the legendary Irish harper Turlough O’Carolan (1670–1738), The Princess Royal was a 
popular country dance in eighteenth-century England and still runs through the Morris tradition, 
often in the major. It was enlisted as a patriotic anti-French theatre air during the Napoleonic 
Wars, and made its way into the sea shanty canon (take away the harmony and you may recognise 
a familiar tune from the Last Night of the Proms). We learned this version from Bath flautist 
Marick Baxter. 

4. Polska efter J.E. Taklax
Another great Ostrobothnian, the fiddler Johan Erik Taklax (1856–1948) wrote tunes with a 
storytelling atmosphere all their own. They meander and go round in circles with a special wistful 
charm. You can hear the same bar-by-bar veering between major and minor as in the Menuett.

5. The Wounded Hussar
Another O’Carolan air, this was a lament for Captain O’Kane, ‘hero of a hundred fights, from 
Landon to Oudenarde, who, when old and war-worn, tottered back from the Low Countries to 
his birthplace to die, and found himself…an outlawed, disinherited, homeless wanderer in the 
ancient territory that his fathers ruled as Lords of Limavady’ (O’Neill, Music of Ireland: Eighteen 
Hundred and Fifty Melodies, 1903). A viola unearthed for this track turned out to be one string 
down on recording day. But worse things happen at sea, and the constraint of three strings 
proved just right for the sparse harmonies we wanted.

6. Within a Mile of Dublin/Tuttle’s/The Curlew
A few reels that have stuck. We heard this swung version of Within a Mile years ago, and haven’t been 
able to play it straight since. As well giving the album its name, The Curlew is one of the relatively rare 
Irish reels that sounds like its name: the first part of the tune imitates the bird’s long whistling calls 
and its characteristic ‘bubbling trill’ song. 

8. Lugumleik

A tune from another fiddler–farmer, the Norwegian Hans W. Brimi (1917–98). It is in the metre of the 
acrobatic solo halling dance. 

7. Härjedalspolska ‘Tholssonhurven’ 
An angular triplet-polska by Christoffer Tholsson (1864–1945), from the mountains of Härjedalen 
province on the Swedish border with Norway. 

9. Polska efter Gällsbo Jonas Olsson
A spacious, lonely polska after ‘Gällsbo’ Jonas Olsson (1891–1967), from Hälsingland in east-central 
Sweden. This evokes the magic of gliding on a barn dancefloor with the midsummer light at its low 
point. Here we play it freely, at a speed that might finally turn the dancers towards bed. 

10. Paddy Ryan’s Dream/The Stone in the Field/Ambrose 
Moloney’s
Known as Miss Lyall’s in nineteenth-century Scotland, the first reel came by its other name in O’Neill’s 
Music of Ireland. We learned the second from the never-quite major, never-quite-minor playing of 
the East Clare legend Paddy Canny (1919–2008), the last of the album’s fiddler–farmers. After earlier 
tunes from historic players and composers, the closing reel pays homage to a favourite living fiddler, 
Randal Bays.



Gabi Maas – violin, nyckelharpa, viola
Alice Allen – cello

Thanks to:
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All tracks arranged and produced by Gabi Maas & Alice 
Allen 

Recorded January and November 2019 by Scott Wood 
at Oak Ridge Studios, Bishopbriggs, Glasgow

Mixed and mastered by Scott Wood 
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